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ABSTRACT

A base station is the controller and the data-receiving center of a wireless sensor network. Hence, a reliable and secure
base station is critical to the network. Once an attacker locates the base station, he or she can do many damages to the
network. In this paper, we examine the base station location privacy problem from both the attack and defense sides. First,
we present a new attack on base station: parent-based attack scheme (PAS). PAS can locate a base station within one radio
(wireless transmission) range of sensors in high-density sensor networks. Different from existing methods, PAS determines
the base station location on the basis of parent–child relationship of sensor nodes. Existing base station protection schemes
cannot defend against PAS. Second, on the basis of PAS, we propose a two-phase parent-based attack scheme (TP-PAS).
Our simulation results demonstrate that TP-PAS is able to determine the base station successfully in both low-density and
high-density sensor networks. Then, to defend against PAS and TP-PAS, we design a child-based routing protocol and a
parent-free routing protocol for sensor networks. Our theory analysis and experiment results show that the parent-free rout-
ing protocol has more communication cost and less end-to-end latency compared with the child-based routing protocol.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND
RELATED WORK

As an important part of the Internet of Things, wireless sen-
sor networks (WSNs) are becoming increasingly popular
with applications ranging from habitat monitoring to battle
field. In sensor networks, sensor placement is often driven
by the need to sense certain phenomena. Low-density sen-
sor networks are suitable in circumstances with easy node
replacement, while applications such as structural health
monitoring require high-density deployments [1]. A sensor
network with 40 or more neighbors per node is generally
considered as a high-density sensor network [2].

Location privacy is an important security issues in
WSNs. An effective location privacy preservation proto-
col for WSN can prevent attackers from identifying (and
then capturing) important nodes (such as source and base
station) by hiding their locations. Local passive attackers
can locate a node by using localization techniques such as
triangulation, angle of arrival, and signal strength [3].

Moreover, if an attacker knows the location of each node,
he or she will be able to selectively compromise more
important nodes, which will allow him or her to obtain
much more information and/or cause more damages to
the network.

Because of the important role of base station in WSNs,
the location of base station is of critical importance. Exist-
ing base station location attacks include packet tracing
attack [4], rate monitoring attack [4], and zeroing-in attack
[5]. In [6], Deng et al. presented a few techniques to
safeguard the base station against packet rate monitor-
ing and time correlation attacks. A protection method
called Differential Enforced Fractal Propagation (DEFP)
with techniques of multi-path routing and fake message
injection was proposed. However, these measures would
take a long time to find the base station, as attackers
concentrate on the traffic rates on different locations. In
[7], Conner et al. proposed fake base station protocol for
protecting the base station. The work creates a dummy
base station away from the real base station. All data
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are first forwarded to the dummy base station. Then, the
aggregated data are re-routed to the real base station. This
scheme implicitly assumes that the fake base station is
with powerful computation and storage ability. However,
this may not be true in a homogenous network. Once an
adversary destroys the fake base station and acquires its
private information, he or she can track the real base sta-
tion easily. Jian et al. [8] went further to design a new
location privacy routing protocol with fake packet injec-
tion to provide path diversity and minimize the information
that an adversary can deduce from the overheard pack-
ets about the direction towards the receiver. After that,
Acharya and Younis [4] extended popular metrics for mea-
suring anonymity to suit the unique characteristic of WSNs
and presented two approaches for boosting the anonymity
of the base station through packet re-transmission Base-
station Anonymity increase through selective packet Re-
transmission (BAR) and by repositioning the base station
Relocation for Increased Anonymity (RIA). In BAR, a base
station selectively transmits data packets that become for-
warded through the network in order to confuse the adver-
sary. Meanwhile, the RIA approach introduces the concept
of dynamically relocating the base station in order to safe-
guard it. However, how to sense and measure the threat to
the base station was not presented, which is very important
and hard to address. In [5], Liu and Xu have investigated
zeroing-in attacks that utilize hop counts and the packet
time of arrival. A few adversaries observe the network met-
rics by eavesdropping the local communication and col-
lectively determine the sink location by solving the least
squares problem over the observations. Zeroing-in attack
cannot be launched to routing protocols that do not use hop
count information.

Existing routing protocols in WSNs can be mainly
divided into location-based routing protocols [9,10] and
parent-based routing protocols [11,12]. The former is not
a secure protocol for base station protection, as each node
knows the base station location. On the other hand, the lat-
ter is more secure as for base station protection because
each node transmits messages according to its shortest hop
count (the shortest hop between this node and the base
station) instead of the base station location. In parent-
based routing, each node has a parent set and transmits
its message to one of its parent with a probability higher
than 0.5. Hence, existing base station attack and protec-
tion schemes are mainly presented for the parent-based
routing [4,6–8].

Different from prior work, we propose two base
station location attack schemes: parent-based attack
scheme (PAS) and two-phase parent-based attack scheme
(TP-PAS). PAS and TP-PAS determine a base station by
parent sets of some nodes at a few different spots, which
to the best of our knowledge, cannot be defended by exist-
ing base station protection schemes. To defend against PAS
and TP-PAS, two routing protocols, named child-based
(CB) routing protocol and parent-free (PF) routing proto-
col, are then presented. Specifically, our contributions are
mainly threefold:

� We introduce the base station attack scheme PAS.
PAS determines a base station by parent sets of some
nodes, which is different from a prior work. The-
ory analysis and experiment results show that PAS
can locate a base station with the accuracy of one
radio range in high-density sensor networks, suffi-
cient to find the base station. However, simulation
results demonstrate that PAS does not work well in
low-density sensor networks.

� On the basis of PAS, we propose TP-PAS. Our exper-
iment results show that TP-PAS is able to determine
a base station successfully in both low-density and
high-density sensor networks. Furthermore, TP-PAS
outperforms PAS as for attack accuracy.

� To cope with PAS and TP-PAS, two routing protocols,
CB and PF, are introduced. Our performance analysis
shows that PF and CB can defend against PAS and
TP-PAS, and have small communication and com-
putation costs. Furthermore, CB and PF can defend
against zeroing-in attack [5] because under CB and
PF, nodes do not have hop count information. They
can also be combined with some existing base station
location protection schemes [6,8] to defend against
packet tracing [4] and rate monitoring attacks [4].
Theory analysis and experiment results show that CB
has less communication cost and more end-to-end
latency compared with PF.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We give the
network and attack model in Section 2. We discuss PAS in
Section 3. Section 4 proposes another base station attack
scheme TP-PAS. Sections 5 and 6 introduce CB and PF,
respectively, to defend against PAS and TP-PAS. We eval-
uate the performance of CB and PF in Section 7. Finally,
we draw our conclusion in Section 8.

2. NETWORK AND ATTACK MODEL

Our network model is the same as that in existing base sta-
tion location protection routing protocols (e.g., [6,8]). The
entire network consists of one base station and a large num-
ber of sensor nodes. Without loss of generality, we assume
that sensor nodes are distributed uniformly throughout the
network. The base station can be placed anywhere. A sen-
sor has limited computation, power, and storage resources.
The base station is not constrained in power, communi-
cation, and computation capabilities. We do not assume a
specific medium access control protocol. Each sensor node
has a transmission range R. If the distance between two
sensor nodes is no more than R, the two nodes are neigh-
bors, and they can communicate with each other directly.
Each node has a parent set and transmits its message to one
of its parents with a certain probability.

Next, we discuss the attack model. There may be multi-
ple colluding adversaries in the network. An adversary may
have more powerful hardware than a sensor. Specifically,
an adversary may have the following capabilities:
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� Eavesdropping. An adversary is able to receive mes-
sages sent by sensors within his or her monitoring
range.

� Active attacks. An adversary can capture a sensor,
compromise it, and then obtain all information stored
in the sensor.

� Node localization. An adversary is able to estimate
the location of a node, by using existing localization
schemes, such as the angle of arrival and/or the signal
strength [3].

� Colluding. Several adversaries may collude with each
other to infer the base station location.

3. PARENT-BASED
ATTACK SCHEME

In this section, we discuss PAS in details.

3.1. Overview of parent-based
attack scheme

PAS determines the location of a base station by parent sets
of some nodes. Let Ropt.ni / be the line passing through
node ni and the base station. For any two nodes, say,
ni and nj , if Ropt.ni / and Ropt.nj / intersect, then the
intersection is the location of the base station. Hence, by
obtaining Ropt.ni / and Ropt.nj /, an adversary can locate
the base station. An adversary may find several locations
close to Ropt.ni / and generate a fitted line that approxi-
mates Ropt.ni /. More generally, if there are m (m � 2)
adversaries, they can generate m fitted lines, compute the
intersections, and then estimate the location of the base sta-
tion from these intersections. Specifically, PAS consists of
three steps:

(1) Location sampling. The i th (1� i � m/ adversary,
say, Ai 2 Ã, stays at a location close to node ni . Ai
tries to find h (h � 1) locations around Ropt.ni /

via passive eavesdropping or active attacks (e.g.,
compromising the node) on some nodes.

(2) Line fitting. Ai performs a least squares linear
regression and generates a best fit line for hC1 loca-
tions including the location of ni and the h sampled
locations obtained by step (1).

(3) Base station location estimation. The m adversaries
place themselves at different spots. They each per-
form steps (1) and (2). After that, they generate m
fitted lines and calculate the estimated location of
the base station, referred to as the estimated base
station location (EBSL).

3.2. Location sampling

The location sampling process is to find h locations close to
Ropt.ni /. Denote U as a set of node locations and denote
(xj , yj / as the j th element (location) in U . Denote Pi

as the set of ni ’s parent nodes. First, we present a few
definitions, lemmas, and theorems.

Definition 1. Let CM.U / D .x; y/, where x and y are
computed by Equations (1) and (2), respectively.

x D

�
1

jU j

� jU jX
jD1

xj (1)

y D

�
1

jU j

� jU jX
jD1

yj (2)

Definition 2. Node.f / is a node placed at location f .

Definition 3. NodeSet.U / is a node set where each node
is placed at a distinct location in U , and U is the location
set.

Definition 4. Define fkey.ni ; h/ as the hth .h � hi /-
order critical location of node ni , where hi denotes the
shortest hop count between ni and the base station. Denote

L
.i/
parent as the set of locations of ni ’s parent nodes.

(1) If hD 1, fkey.ni ; h/ is the location inL.i/parent, which

is closest to CM
�
L
.i/
parent

�
.

(2) If h � 2, fkey.ni ; h/ is the first-order critical
location of Node.fkey.ni ; h� 1//.

Definition 5. Let fcm.ni ; h/ be the hth-order barycenter
(center of mass) location of node ni .

(1) If hD 1, fcm.ni ; h/ is CM
�
L
.i/
parent

�
.

(2) If h � 2, fcm.ni ; h/ is the first-order barycenter
location of node Node.fkey.ni ; h� 1//.

Definition 6. Define set Fcm.ni ; h/ D ffcm.ni ; j /j1 �

j � hg.

Definition 7. Define set Fkey.ni ; h/ D ffkey.ni ; j /j1 �

j � hg.

Theorem 1. In a sensor network where nodes are uni-
formly distributed, fcm.ni ; 1/ is close to Ropt.ni /; as
the node density increases, fcm.ni ; 1/ becomes closer to
Ropt.ni /.

Proof . As shown in Figure 1, several circles with different
radii, say, R, 2R, and 3R, are centered at the base sta-
tion. The qth annulus is the area between the (q � 1)th and
qth circles. We have that nodes in the qth annulus are q
hops away from the base station, where q D 2; 3; 4; : : : .
Let node ni be in the (qC1)th annulus. Thus, Pi is in the
qth annulus and is within the transmission range of ni .
Pi is in the dotted area in Figure 1. Because nodes are
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Figure 1. The area of ni ’s parent nodes. BS, base station.

placed uniformly in the entire network, ni ’s parents are
also uniformly distributed on both sides of Ropt.ni /. By
Definition 5, we have that the y-coordinate of fcm.ni ,1) is
Ny D .1=w/

Pw
jD1 yj , where w is the number of ni ’s par-

ents and yj is the y-coordinate of the j th parent. As shown
in Figure 1, we set up a Cartesian coordinate plane with
the origin at node ni , and the two axis lines are Ropt.ni /

and a line perpendicular to Ropt.ni /. Let the y-coordinates
of nodes in the parent area range from �b to b. Then,
y1; y2; : : : ; yw are independent random variables follow-
ing the uniform distribution in [�b; b]. Hence, we have the
expectation of yj � E.yj /D 0, for 1 � j � w. According
to the law of large numbers, for any " >0, we have

lim
w!C1

p

8<
:
ˇ̌̌
ˇ̌̌ 1
w

wX
jD1

yj

ˇ̌̌
ˇ̌̌< "

9=
;D 1 (3)

When w becomes large, the average of yj converges to
the expected value 0 with probability 1. This means that
fcm.ni ,1) is close to the line Ropt.ni /. Furthermore, we
have w / �, where � denotes the node density. Hence, as
the node density increases,w also increases, and fcm.ni ,1)
becomes closer to the line Ropt.ni /.

�

Lemma 1. In sensor networks with nodes uniformly dis-
tributed, locations in Fcm.ni ; h/ are close to Ropt.ni /, and
they become closer to Ropt.ni / as � increases.

Proof .

(1) When h D 1, according to Theorem 1, fcm.ni ,1)
is close to Ropt.ni /, and fcm.ni ; 1/ becomes closer
to Ropt.ni / as � increases. Hence, Lemma 1 is true
when hD 1.

(2) Assume when h D j .1 � j � hi /, where hi
denotes the shortest hop count between ni and the
base station, Lemma 1 is true. We have the follow-
ing: fcm.ni ; j / is closer to Ropt.ni / as � increases.

By Definition 4, we have that fkey.ni ; j / is the
location of the node, which is Node.fkey.ni ; j �

1//’s parent and is closest to fcm.ni ; j /. Hence,
fkey.ni ; j / is closer to Ropt.ni / as � increases. Let
l be the line passing through fkey.ni ; j / and the
base station. Then, l approximates Ropt.ni / as �
increases. Because fcm.ni ; j C 1/ is the first-order
barycenter location of Node.fkey.ni ; j //, according
to Theorem 1, we have that fcm.ni ; j C 1/ is close
to l and fcm.ni ; j C 1/ becomes closer to l with
increasing �. Thus, fcm.ni ; j C 1/ becomes closer
to Ropt.ni / as � increases. Lemma 1 is true when
h D j C 1. Hence, the locations in Fcm.ni ; j C 1/

becomes closer to Ropt.ni / as � increases.

�

Theorem 2. By passively monitoring (and/or actively
compromising) node ni , an adversary can find fkey.ni ; 1/

and fcm.ni ; 1/.

Proof . By passively monitoring node ni for enough time,
an adversary can capture messages from both ni and its
neighbors, and infer their relationships and find out Pi .
Then, he or she can locate nodes in Pi by some existing
localization techniques, such as the angle of arrival tech-
nique in [6]. If a routing protocol is combined with security
schemes such as fake-message injection [12], it is infea-
sible for a passive adversary to find out Pi as he or she
cannot distinguish real messages from fake ones. In that
case, an adversary may launch active attacks on node ni
and then obtain its secret information including Pi and the
keys. After that, he or she can locate ni ’s parents by angle
of arrival [6]. With locations of ni ’s parents, the adversary
can obtain fkey.ni ,1) and fcm.ni ,1). �

Lemma 2. By monitoring or compromising node ni
and NodeSet.Fkey.ni ; h � 1//, an adversary can find
Fcm.ni ; h/.

Proof .

(1) When hD 1, according to Theorem 2, an adversary
can find fcm.ni ; 1/ by monitoring or compromising
node ni .

(2) When h � 2, by Definitions 4 and 5, we have
that fcm.ni ; h/ is the first-order barycenter location
of Node.fkey.ni ; h � 1//. Therefore, an adversary
can find fcm.ni ; h/ by monitoring or compromising
node Node.fkey.ni ; h� 1// by Theorem 2.

According to Lemma 1, we have that locations in
Fcm.ni ; h/ (1 � h � hihi ) are close to Ropt.ni /,
where hi denotes the hop count of node ni . The loca-
tion sampling process is completed if an adversary obtains
Fcm.ni , h/. By Lemma 2, we have that an adversary can
find Fcm.ni ; h/ by monitoring or compromising ni and
NodeSet.Fkey.ni ; h� 1//. �
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3.3. Line fitting

By the aforementioned location sampling process, the
adversary Ai obtains Ui that includes h sampled loca-
tions and the location of ni . After that, Ai performs a least
squares linear regression and generates a best fit line, say,
li W y D axCb, for locations inUi , where a and b are com-
puted by Equations (4) and (5), respectively. (xi ;j , yi ;j /
denotes the j th element in Ui . By Lemma 1, locations in
Ui are close to Ropt.ni /; hence, li is close to Ropt.ni /.

aD

 
hC1P
jD1

xi ;j
hC1P
jD1

yi ;j � .hC 1/
hC1P
jD1

xi ;j yi ;j

!
 
hC1P
jD1

xi ;j
hC1P
jD1

xi ;j � .hC 1/
hC1P
jD1

x2i;j

! (4)

b D

 
hC1P
jD1

xi ;j yi ;j
hC1P
jD1

xi ;j �
hC1P
jD1

yi ;j
hC1P
jD1

x2i;j

!
 
hC1P
jD1

xi ;j
hC1P
jD1

xi � .hC 1/
hC1P
jD1

x2i;j

! (5)

3.4. Estimation of base station location

If there are m adversaries and each of them performs the
location sampling and line fitting processes, then they can
obtain m lines: L D fli j1 � i � mg. Let an estimation
point be the intersection of two lines inL. Suppose we have
k
�
k�c2m

�
estimation points fromL, where c2m denotes the

number of two combinations from m elements. It is possi-
ble that some estimation points (called noise points) are far
away from the base station. There are two reasons for hav-
ing noise points. (1) If the node density � is very low, for
an adversary Ai , one or two of his or her sampled locations
might be away fromRopt.ni /; thus, li is also away from the
base station, which causes some intersections of li being
far away from the base station. (2) Two or more lines in L
are nearly parallel. For example, if Ropt.ni / and Ropt.j /

are nearly parallel to each other, then li and lj are nearly
parallel, and they will have no intersections or their inter-
sections are far away from the base station. Let S be the set
of the k estimation points. PAS can reduce the number of
noise points in S by clustering and can then obtain a more
accurate location of the base station [13]. The de-noising
process is as follows:

(1) Apply hierarchical clustering [13] on S and gener-
ate k’ clusters with a given threshold.

(2) Find the maximum cluster, say, cmax, which
includes the largest number of estimation points.

(3) The EBSL is CM.cmax/.

3.5. An example

Figure 2 presents an example of PAS. We assume that
if an adversary is in the exposure area (shaded region in
Figure 2(a)), he or she can find the base station [5]. We can
see from Figure 2(a) that four adversaries lie close to nodes
n1, n2, n3, and n4, respectively. They obtain fkey.ni ; j /

and fcm.ni ; j / (1 � i � 4, 1 � j � 2) by the location

Figure 2. Parent-based attack scheme procedure. BS, base station.
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sampling process introduced in Section 3.2. Then, each
adversary performs a least squares linear regression and
generates a fitted line as is shown in Figure 2(b). After that,
they compute the EBSL by intersections from these lines.
However, the EBSL in Figure 2(c) is far away from the real
base station location. This is due to some noise points dis-
cussed in Section 3.4. So if some noise points are removed
by clustering, the EBSL is well estimated as we can see in
Figure 2(d).

3.6. The effectiveness of parent-based
attack scheme

We use the mean error �d and the mean square error �ı
to evaluate the performance of PAS. �d and �ı are com-
puted by Equations (6) and (7), and they are used to mea-
sure the attack accuracy. In Equations (6) and (7), e is the
number of attacks and di denotes the difference between
the EBSL and the actual base station location during the
i th attack. �d and �ı are divided by the communica-
tion range R as in most existing localization works (e.g.,
[4,14]).

�d D
1

.e �R/
eP
iD1

jdi j

(6)

�ı D
1 

R �

s
e �

eP
iD1

.di ��d/2

! (7)

The effectiveness of PAS is validated by an event-driven
sensor network simulator written in C++. For uniform sen-
sor deployment, we divide the monitored area into small
grids and place one node in a grid. To be more realistic,
each node is not placed exactly in the center of a grid. For
example, if .x; y/ is the center of a grid, a sensor node is
placed at .xC"; yC"0/, where " and "0 are two uniform ran-
dom variables on (�0:5; 0:5). The base station is randomly

placed in the network. The following results are averaged
over 100 runs.

PAS is evaluated for both parent-based routing and tree-
based broadcast routing. Tree-based broadcast routing is
a special kind of parent-based routing, and each node has
only one parent instead of a parent set. For tree-based
broadcast routing, a base station broadcasts a message, and
each node, say, ni , determines its parent to be one of its
neighbors, which is the first to transmit the broadcasting
message with a hop count less than ni [4]. Note that in tree-
based broadcast routing, both fcm.ni ; h/ and fkey.ni ; h/

are ni ’s parent locations.
Our simulation uses a sensor network of 1024 nodes

with h D 1, and the clustering threshold � is chosen as
2:5R. The mean errors for parent-based routing and tree-
based broadcast routing of PAS are shown in Figure 3(a,b),
respectively, where the x-axis is the average number of
neighbors of each node andm is the number of adversaries
in the network. Figure 3(a,b) shows that as the number
of adversary increases, the mean error decreases. Also,
the mean error decreases when the number of neighbors
increases. This is consistent with Lemma 1. As can be
seen, the mean error is reduced when the average num-
ber of neighbors increases, which also follows Lemma 1.
When the average number of neighbors is over 36, adver-
saries can locate the base station with an accuracy of one
radio range by passively monitoring or actively compro-
mising eight nodes for parent-based routing and 10 nodes
for tree-based broadcast routing. However, the situation is
different in low-density networks. When the average num-
ber of neighbors is as low as 12, the attack accuracy is still
not good even by passively monitoring or compromising
12 nodes.

Figure 4 shows the mean error for varying the network
size (number of sensors) with n D 36, h D 1, � D 2:5R,
andmD 12, where n denotes the average number of neigh-
bors. As the network size grows, we notice that the mean
error increases in general. It is also observed that the mean
error increases significantly when the network size is more
than 1024. Furthermore, when the network size is more
than 1444, the mean error is tending towards stability.

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
0
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ho

p)
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m=10
m=12
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0
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1
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2
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(a) (b)

d(
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Figure 3. Mean error versus number of neighbors and adversaries: (a) parent-based routing and (b) tree-based broadcast routing.
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Figure 4. Mean error versus network size.
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Figure 5. Mean square error versus number of neighbors.
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Figure 6. Mean error versus clustering threshold.

Figure 5 shows the mean square error in parent-based
routing protocols and tree-based broadcast routing protocol
for varying number of neighbors with N D 1024, h D 1,
� D 2:5R, and m D 12. It is observed that the larger the
number of neighbors, the less the mean square error, which
indicates that PAS is more robust when the number of
neighbors is large. Furthermore, parent-based routing also
shows a lower �ı when compared with tree-based broad-
cast routing. Thus, PAS is more robust for parent-based
routing than for tree-based broadcast routing.

Figure 6 shows the mean error for varying � and h in
parent-based routing. In this simulation, the parameters are
set as follows: N D 1024, n D 36, and g D 12, where g

denotes the total number of nodes that has been attacked,
and g D m�h. Figure 6 shows that �d decreases when h
becomes smaller, which indicates that given a fixed total
number of nodes that have been attacked (i.e., given g), the
attack accuracy is high even if each adversary only attacks
a small number of nodes. In addition, the results also show
that �d has the lowest value. Note that � D 0 means PAS
without clustering.

To sum up, the aforementioned simulation results show
that PAS can locate the base station with high accuracy
(e.g., within one radio range) by attacking only a small
number of nodes (e.g., eight nodes) in high-density net-
works. However, PAS does not work well in low-density
networks.

4. TWO-PHASE PARENT-BASED
ATTACK SCHEME

In this section, we discuss TP-PAS in details.

4.1. two-phase parent-based attack scheme

Experiment results in Section 3.6 illustrate that PAS does
not work well in low-density networks. Therefore, on the
basis of PAS, we propose TP-PAS. Our simulations show
that TP-PAS can locate a base station successfully (within
one radio range) by passively monitoring or actively
compromising 10 nodes in both low-density and high-
density networks. Furthermore, TP-PAS outperforms PAS
in attack accuracy. Specifically, the main idea of TP-PAS is
as follows:

(1) First phase: Each of m adversaries obtains h1 C 1
locations and then generates a fit line by the location
sampling and line fitting processes. Hence,m adver-
saries obtains m lines and calculates k line–line
intersections.

(2) Second phase: Adversaries find the most closestm0

intersections from k intersections, where m0 � m.
We use Ni to denote the sensor node that is close
to the i th of m0 intersections. Then, m0 adversaries
move close to m0 sensor nodes, say, fNi j1 � i �

m0g, and launch PAS attack again.

4.2. Experiment comparison

Experiment environment here is the same as that intro-
duced in Section 3.6. Let h1 and h2 be the number of sam-
pled locations discussed in two phases, respectively. Both
�d and �ı show the same change of trends with different
parameters for both parent-based routing and tree-based
broadcast routing in Section 3.6. We therefore only con-
sider the attack ability of TP-PAS for parent-based routing
in this section.

The mean error and mean square error over different
numbers of neighbors for PAS and TP-PAS are shown
in Figure 7(a,b), respectively. In this simulation, the
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parameters are set as follows: N D 841, n D 12, h1 D
h2 D 1, � D 2:5R, m D 5, and m0 D 5. Figure 7(a)
illustrates that TP-PAS can locate a base station within one
radio range in both low-density and high-density networks.
And results from Figure 7(a) also show that the mean
error decreases as node density increases in both PAS and
TP-PAS. Figure 7(b) shows that TP-PAS becomes more
robust as node density increases. More importantly, we
can see from these two figures and conclude that TP-PAS
outperforms PAS in attack ability.

We also study the attack accuracy over different num-
ber of nodes being attacked with N D 841, n D 12,

h1 D h2 D 1, � D 2:5R, and m D 5. It can be observed
from Figure 8 that the mean error decreases as the num-
ber of nodes being attacked in the second phase increases.
It is true that the attack ability improves with more adver-
saries. Figure 9 shows the mean error for varying � with
N D 841, n D 12, h1 D h2 D 1, m D 5, and m0 D 5.
It can be observed that �d reaches the lowest value when
�D 2:5R.

We can conclude from Figures 7–9 that TP-PAS works
well in both high-density and low-density networks.
And we also note that TP-PAS outperforms PAS in
attack ability.

5. CHILD-BASED ROUTING
PROTOCOL

We propose the CB, which is robust to both PAS and
TP-PAS attacks for two reasons: first, each node stores a
child set instead of a parent set, and it only transmits mes-
sages coming from its children; and second, whenever a
node transmits or receives a message, it updates its or its
neighbors’ broadcast keys. Therefore, adversaries cannot
infer the parent set of each node as they cannot differ-
entiate transmission relationship between two nodes. CB
can also defend against zeroing-in attack [3], and it is
easy to combine CB with existing base station location
protection schemes [6,8] to protect a base station from
typical packet tracing and rate monitoring attacks. Specifi-
cally, CB consists of two stages: network initialization and
message sending.

5.1. Network initialization

We assume the network is secure (e.g., no attacks) for
a short time after sensor nodes are deployed. During
this period, the communications among sensor nodes are
secure. Each sensor node, say, ni , is preloaded with a hash-
ing function H and two pairwise keys ki and ki ;BS. ki
is ni ’s broadcast key, which is shared between ni and its
neighbors. And ki ;BS is shared between ni and the base
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Figure 10. Neighboring parents generation algorithm.

station. Node ni is also preloaded with four random num-
bers: � .0 < � < 1/, hfake, node ID � i , and �i , where �
denotes the probability for fake message generation, hfake
denotes the transmission times of a fake message, and �i is
a random number used for broadcast key updating.

The purpose of the initialization stage is to find a child
set Ĺi for sensor node ni , such that if Ĺi\Ĺj ¤ˆ, then ni
and nj are neighbors. Thus, only neighboring nodes might
share one or more child nodes. Child set is used to avoid
duplicate message transmission. For example, if ni and nj
share a common child nr , ni and nj must be neighbors.
Once nj transmits a message from nr , it will be heard by
ni ; thus, ni will not retransmit this message again. During
the initialization stage, the base station first broadcasts a
message. After the broadcast process, ni obtains the fol-
lowing information: the hop count hi , the parent set Pi ,
and the random numbers of its neighbors for broadcast key
updating. Then, ni finds a subset P 0i � Pi such that nodes
in P 0i are neighbors. After that, ni requests to be a child of

the nodes in P 0i by sending a request message MREQ
i with

the form REQjjP 0i jji . Lastly, each node in P 0i adds ni to its
child set.

As stated earlier, KLi is obtained by P 0i . Thus, the key
point is how to find P 0i . We use a neighboring parents gen-
eration algorithm to generate P 0i as shown in Figure 10.
Node ni firstly chooses a neighbor, say, nj , from Pi ran-
domly, adds nj to P 0i , and sets Pi D Pi � fnj g. Then, ni
tries to find the next node, say, nr , from Pi such that com-
pared with the other nodes in Pi , N rnei has the most com-

mon nodes with LN , where LN D N a1nei \N
a2
nei \ � � � \N

au
nei ,

P 0i D fa1; a2; : : :aug, and N rnei denotes nr ’s neighbors.
Node ni repeats the node selection process until it cannot
find a node in Pi such that the node is a neighboring node
of each node in P 0i .

5.2. Message sending

If source node ni wants to send a message Mi to the
base station, it broadcasts Mi to its neighbors with the
form i jjEki .TRUEjjEki;BS

.data//, where TRUE denotes

that Mi is a real message. For 8nj 2 N inei, if nj receives

Mi and ni 2 KLj , nj decrypts Mi by ki . Then, nj keeps
Mi for a random delay t .t � ı/ before it transmitsMi with
the form Mj D j jjEkj .TRUEjjEki;BS

.data//. However,
if some other node has transmitted Mi within t , nj dis-
cards Mi . If nj receives Mi and ni … KLj , nj generates a
fake messageM fake

j D j jjEkj .FAKEjjhfakejjnr jjPA/ with

probability � and sends it to one node, say, nr , inN jnei�
KLj ,

where FAKE denotes thatM fake
j is a fake message, hfake is

the max transmission times, and PA is the padding part.
If nr receives M fake

j , nr updates hfake with hfake � 1. If

hfake ¤ 0, nr transmits M fake
j to one node in N rnei �

KLr . In
order to conceal the real messages by fake messages when-
ever a node, say, ni , transmits a real or fake message, both
ni and its neighbors update ki by Equation (8). By doing
this, an adversary cannot differentiate the real messages
from the fake ones as he cannot decrypt messages without
previous pairwise keys.

ki DH.ki ˚ �i / (8)

5.3. Performance analysis

In this section, we analyze the performance of CB. We
discuss the communication cost, computation cost, trans-
mission latency, and security performance in Sections
5.3.1–5.3.3, respectively.

5.3.1. Communication cost.

The communication cost is the total number of transmis-
sions of a process. The communication cost of CB includes
the message transmissions during the network initializa-
tion phase and the message sending phase. Note that we
do not include the communication cost of the initial broad-
casting because it is the same as of other existing routing
protocols (e.g., [15,16]). After the broadcast process, each
node, say, ni , sends a child request message to P 0i , and the
communication cost for this is N .
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In the message sending stage, the communication cost
is caused by real and fake message transmissions. For
each source node ni , it sends a real message to the base
station through the shortest path routing; hence, the com-
munication cost is hi . In addition, some fake messages
are generated, and the communication cost is no more
than n�h�i �

�hfake. This is because for any node nj , if

nj receives a real message from node ni and ni … KLj ,
then nj generates a fake message with probability � . Thus,
the upper bound on communication cost in the message
sending stage is hi C n�h�i �

�hfake.

5.3.2. Computation cost versus

transmission latency.

CB is a lightweight routing protocol because it only
uses hashing functions and symmetric cryptography. For
a real or fake message reception, each node needs one
hashing operation for broadcast key updating and one
decryption operation. In addition, each node also needs
one hashing operation for broadcast key updating and one
encryption operation for real or fake message forwarding.

The transmission latency is evaluated by the transmis-
sion times of a message before it reaches the base station.
The upper bound on transmission latency of a message
from source node ni to the base station is ı�hi .

5.3.3. Security performance.

CB is robust to both PAS and TP-PAS, as adversaries
cannot obtain the parent set of any node. An adversary may
lie close to node ni and monitor and obtain messages that
come from ni and its neighbors. However, he or she can-
not infer and obtain Pi . This is because whenever ni sends
a real message, each node in P 0i generates a fake mes-

sage with probability � , where P 0i D N inei � P
0
i . And he

or she cannot differentiate fake messages from real ones.
Then, he or she may compromise node ni and obtains ni ’s
private information. However, he or she still cannot dif-
ferentiate fake messages from real ones because he or she
is not able to decrypt messages without previous broad-
cast keys. This is because whenever a message is trans-
mitted by a node, say, nj , kj is updated by both nj and
its neighbors immediately. Therefore, the adversary cannot
obtain Pi .

6. PARENT-FREE
ROUTING PROTOCOL

As PAS is based on parents’ locations, it will be infeasi-
ble for an attacker to find out the base station location if
no sensor stores its parents’ information. From the afore-
mentioned principle, we propose a parent free (PF) routing
protocol to defend against PAS attack. The main idea of PF
is as follows. Each node, say, ni , has u onion packets, each
of which denotes a route from ni to the base station. Node
ni sends messages to the base station by onion packets. As
node ni has no information about its parents, an adversary

cannot find out ni ’s parents by compromising ni . Further-
more, in PF, two successive nodes in a route may not be
parent–child, that is, the next forwarding node may not be
the parent of the previous one in a route. Therefore, even if
an adversary finds out that a message has been transmitted
from one node to another, he is not sure whether the latter
is the parent of the former. Hence, PF can defend against
PAS attack. PF consists of two phases: network initializa-
tion and message sending. We present the details of PF
as follows.

6.1. Network initialization

Assume the network is secure (e.g., no attacks) for a short
time after sensor nodes are deployed. This is a common
assumption used by several literatures (e.g., [3]). During
this period, the communications among sensor nodes are
secure. Before deployment, each node ni is preloaded with
several parameters: node ID � i , keys ki , and ki ;BS. ki
is ni ’s broadcast key, which is shared between ni and
its neighbors. And ki ;BS is shared between ni and the
base station. After deployment, the base station generates
and then sends u onion packets to ni by the following
two steps:

(1) Topology discovery. The base station first sends out
a broadcast message to all nodes in the network.
When each node receives the broadcast message, it
updates the hop count and also includes the follow-
ing in the message: its broadcast key, parent set Pi ,
and non-parent set Pi

�
Pi DN

i
nei �Pi

�
..., where

N inei denotes the neighboring nodes of ni . After the
broadcast, each node (say, ni ) obtains the afore-
mentioned information from its neighbors. Then, ni
sends Pi and Pi to the base station. Thereafter, each
node deletes Pi and Pi .

(2) Onion packets generation. For each node, say, ni ,
the base station generates u onion packets Ri Dn
r
.1/
i ; r

.2/
i ; : : : ; r

.u/
i

o
and sends Ri to ni . For a

route a ! b ! � � � ! BS, r.v/i (1 � v � u) has
the following form: Eka;BS

.ajjEkb;BS
.bjj : : :/jjPA/.

Specifically, r.v/i is computed as follows:

� Route discovery. First, ni is chosen as the cur-
rent node. Then, the base station selects the
first node in route r.v/i , say nj , from Pi and
Pi with probability p and 1 � p, respectively.
Next, nj is chosen as the current node, and the
base station repeats the aforementioned node
selection process. The node selection process
is repeated until the base station is reached.

� Duplicate route deletion. If r.v/i is the same
as some previously discovered route, the base
station runs the route discovery process again
and tries to find a new route.

� r
.v/
i Generation. r.v/i is an onion packet

with multi-layer encryptions. For example,
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if r.v/i goes through node ni , a, and b to

reach the base station, then r.v/i has the form
Eka;BS

.ajjEkb;BS
.b/jjPA/, where PA is a

padding, which makes all onion packets of ni
have the same size.

6.2. Message relay

Suppose node ni is a source node and wants to send
a message Mi to the base station, ni chooses an onion

packet r.v/i randomly from Ri and broadcasts Mi with

the form i k Eki

�
r
.v/
i jjEki;BS

.data/
�

. For 8nj 2

N inei, if nj receives Mi , nj decrypts Mi and obtains

r
.v/
i . Next, nj tries to decrypt r.v/i by kj ;BS. If nj

cannot decrypt r.v/i successfully, nj discards Mi . Oth-
erwise, nj transmits the message to its neighbors with

the form Mj D j jjEkj

��
r
.v/
i

�0
jjEki;BS

.data/

�
, where�

r
.v/
i

�0
has the same length as r.v/i .

�
r
.v/
i

�0
is firstly

decrypted from r
.v/
i and then padded by random bits.

For example, if nj receives an onion packet r.v/i D

Ekj;BS
.j jjEks;BS

.sjjE.: : ://jjPA/ from ni , nj decrypts
the packet and obtains Eks;BS

.sjjE.: : ://, then nj adds a
new padding—PA0.

6.3. Performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our PF
routing protocol, including the communication cost, com-
putation cost, and security.

6.3.1. Communication cost.

The communication cost is the total number of transmis-
sions of a process. The communication cost of PF includes
the message transmissions during the network initializa-
tion phase and the message sending phase. Note that we
do not include the communication cost of the initial broad-
casting because it is the same as other existing routing
protocols (e.g., [15,16]). After the broadcast, each node,
say, ni , sends Pi and Pi to the base station through the
shortest path routing. The communication cost for this is
as follows:

QD

hmaxP
qD1

QNqq D
hmaxP
qD1

.2q � 1/nq D 2n
hmaxP
qD1

q2 � n
hmaxP
qD1

q D nhmax.hmaxC 1/.4hmax � 1/

6
(9)

where QNq is the number of nodes with hop count q,
n denotes the average number of neighbors, and hmax
denotes the max hop count. If N nodes are uniformly dis-
tributed in the network, we thus have hmax D

p
N=n and

QD n
p
n=N

�p
n=N C 1

� �
4
p
n=N � 1

�
=6.

Thereafter, the base station sends u onion packets to
each node, and the communication cost is also Q. All
in all, we have the total communication cost 2Q in the
initialization phase.

In the message sending phase, if a source node ni sends
a message to the base station, the communication cost is

hi C 2hi .1� p/.

6.3.2. Computation cost versus

transmission latency.

The computation cost for PF is low because PF only
uses symmetric encryption. The computation during the
network initialization phase is a one-time operation, and
it is carried out by the base station where power and
computational resource are abundant. During the message
sending phase, two encryption operations are needed if a
source wants to send a message to the base station. In addi-
tion, whenever a node transmits a message, it needs three
decryption/encryption operations with two for message
verification and one for message transmission.

The transmission latency is evaluated by the transmis-
sion times of a message before it reaches the base sta-

tion. Therefore, the average transmission latency of a
message from source node i to the base station is hi C 2hi
.1� p/.

6.3.3. Security analysis.

PF is robust to PAS attack, as adversaries cannot find
out the parents of any node. An adversary could stay close
to node ni and monitor and obtain messages exchanged
between ni and its neighbors. Also, the adversary could
compromise ni and obtain all its secret information.
However, he or she still cannot find Pi , even though he or
she is able to infer the transmission relationship between
node ni and its neighbors. This is because the next for-
warding node of ni may not be ni ’s parent (according to
the route discovery process). Furthermore, PF can defend
against the zeroing-in attack [5] because in PF, nodes do
not have hop count information. It is also easy to combine
PF with existing base station location protection schemes
[3,15] to defend against the packet tracing [4] and rate
monitoring attacks [4].

7. EXPERIMENT COMPARISON

We conducted experiments to evaluate our routing pro-
tocols. The simulation setup is the same as that in
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PAS (Section 3.6). The base station is in the center of
the network. The communication cost and transmission
latency comparison between CB and PF are presented in
Figures 10 and 11, respectively. In this simulation, the
parameters are set as follows: N D 841, n D 12, u D 3,
� D 0:1, p D 0:8, hfake D 1=4hmax, and ı D 2 ms.

We selected 11 sources randomly and studied the com-
munication cost with different numbers of messages sent
by all sources. Figure 11 illustrates that the communica-
tion cost increases for both CB and PF with a growth in the
number of messages sent by all sources. It is also observed
that PF has a higher communication cost compared with
CB. This is because in the initialization stage, each sen-
sor sends its neighboring information to the base station,
and the base station also sends u onion packets to each
node, which results in extra communication cost in PF. An
interesting observation is that the increased communica-
tion cost is almost the same despite the increase in the total
number of messages. This is because the extra communi-
cation cost in PF in the initialization stage is a one-time
cost, and it accounts for the most part of the increased
communication cost.

Figure 12 illustrates the average end-to-end latency for
different hop counts. Five sources with different hop counts
are randomly selected. The results of each experiment are
averaged over 20 runs. The results show that as the hop

count increases, both CB and PF take more time to transmit
a message to the base station. It is also observed that CB
has a higher average latency compared with PF, because
each message is kept for a random time before it is trans-
mitted in CB. In PF, a node transmits a message to one
of its parents with probability � instead of 1, which also
results in a slight increase in latency. However, the latency
increase is small, because messages can be delivered to the
base station successfully with a high probability only with
a high transmission probability (more than 0.5).

We can see from both Figures 11 and 12 that com-
pared with CB, PF has less transmission latency and more
communication cost. Thus, we can choose PF and CB
according to different applications. It is better to use PF in
event-driven applications that are sensitive to latency. On
the other hand, if energy cost is more important, CB is a
better choice.

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we studied the base station location privacy
problem from both the attack and defense sides. First, we
presented a new base station attack scheme: PAS. Our the-
oretical analysis and experiments show that PAS can locate
a base station within one sensor radio range in high-density
sensor networks. Then, on the basis of PAS, we proposed
TP-PAS. Our simulation results demonstrate that TP-PAS
is able to determine a base station successfully in both low-
density and high-density sensor networks. To protect a base
station from PAS and TP-PAS, we designed the PF and CB
routing protocols for sensor networks. Theory analysis and
experiment results show that CB has less communication
cost and more end-to-end latency compared with PF. So,
we can choose them according to different situations.
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